
 
 

 
 

Video Time Outline: 
 

Critical Trade Secrets to Settle the Most Difficult Workers’ Comp Claims 
 

 

Introduction  

 Welcome  

 Introduce session;  

 [3:10] Readers Digest of Settlement Consultant & Professional Administration 

 

[9:00] Main Point #1: Biggest Challenges to Settlement: (10 minutes) 

 Claims Are Not A Fine Wine 

o Claims typically don’t get better with age 

o 80% of the ENTIRE Medicare budget, covers Medicare Beneficiaries in the last two years of their 

lives.  Of that 80%, 80% is paid in the last month of life.   

 Disagree on total value 

 Advice receiving from attorney / family / friends 

 Concern with exhausting the funds in the account; 

 Provide support after settlement: 

o Like the support of adjuster & coordination of care 

o Bills reviewed, PBM network, medical networks 

o Don’t like UR 

 Compliance & billing are difficult / overwhelming 

 Adjusters aren’t the most motivated.   

o Not asking the right questions: instead of getting contacted by adjuster every 3-6 months, ask if 

they want to settle, person says No, and never ask why, case remains open 

o Legacy claims 

  



 
 

 
 

[19:32] Main Point #2: Think Outside the Box – Settlement Tactics  

 Technical Tactics: 

o [20:20] Structure the MSA.  Structures are a negotiation tool; 

 If a client isn’t doing that as a matter of normal course of claim management, I believe 

they are overpaying claims by 10-30%.  That’s the amount we typically save off MSA 

gross allocations. 

 If paying as lump sum 99% overpaying; have the authority to require it is structured; do 

a lot of stand-alone MSAs only 

 At the end of the day cash out; another tool; more aligned with risk managers and self-

insureds; open claim is not getting better with age. 

o [27:05] Price out prescriptions savings 

 Johnny: $100k allocated over lifetime, able to get for $40k prescription after discounts; 

the $60k would be left over in the account to give to beneficiaries.  Utilizing this during 

settlement negotiations; show the actually real time savings that can expect. 

o [35:20] How is a settlement consultant and professional administrator paid? 

o [38:30] Use Age Ratings always; rated age/reduced life expectancy 

 Most don’t know that 48% of the cases Ringler did last year were on cases/MSA’s with a 

value under $50,000 where most cases are reserved.  Saving 15-30% off every MSA on 

cases of this size adds up to real savings over the course of a year.  100 claims with an 

MSA valued at $50,000, equates to a very likely savings, on the low side, of $750,000. 

o Medical cost projection reports 

 Swissport.  Identified 50 cases. Utilized Tower MSA to put together medical cost 

projection reports. Once had that they would price out all of the prescriptions on the 

MSA.  Would be as prepared as possible.  Instrumental to get reports to them.   

o UR/IMR, directing counsel to do discovery may not be the right decision.   

 Always, always, always have your claim handlers be empathic to the claims they manage 

on your behalf. 

o Settle cases at lowest reasonable cost possible.  

 You are supposed to pay the claim, you are supposed to pay what is reasonable. 

o Neutral third party, present a different option, look at things in a different light 

 Advocate for the injured worker 

 Got a bucket of 17 cases from United airline.   Wanted to send a new initiative to injured 

workers to get off the books, didn’t want to handle own medical care. Frustrated with 

provider, confined and restricted by carrier.  When can speak with IW, let them know 

about the benefits, neutral party, not affiliated with carrier. Solution with something 

haven’t been presented before.  

o Support to help at all times – worker advocate 



 
 

 
 

 available to help at all time to field questions, get things that are going to help; never be 

someone that will be so quick that hit deny button; going to bat for them for their 

advocate.  Fully aware that are not going to have to deal with UR, medication approved, 

people available 24/7; 

 

 

 

 [44:45] Soft Tactics: 

o Don’t rely on email or voicemail; better if can meet in person  

o Empathy - Being all ears with the injured workers 

 

 

 Johnny: Claim open since 1994, speaking with gentlemen, build rapport, not affliated 

with carrier, build trust, find out that guy has wanted to go to Alaska for 20 years, hasn’t 

had chance to go with wife because of wife.  Made recommendation to carrier, thinks 

offer is fair, to get this done would be worthwhile exploring;  come up with $2-3k to pay 

for trip with wife to put toward cruise in Alaska.  Took recommendation, go back to IW 

and said that was able to get additional money to put toward cruise with his wife.  Broke 

down in tears to be thoughtful and listen. 

 [49:30] Mike Zea: One thing he mentioned when I met him was that never in the course 

of his claim, ever, (DOI 2002), did he ever speak with or meet with a representative of 

the City’s TPA.  All contact was by email, USP mail, etc.  The fact I met him on his terms 

snf answered his questions was a large reason we were able to get him to feel 

comfortable enough to even consider settlement 

 Make sure everyone understands what their work injury caused them – multiple 

stories that can address. 

 People have been to hell and back, feel like there is nowhere to turn. People just 

want to be heard, want people to care for them, getting medications denied, 

getting asked one question and that is all there is too it.  Not something they 

asked for, people are getting their lives taken away, guy lost his wife because of 

the injury, one of his sons had to drop out of college to support the family.  Try 

to put self in their shoes.  Understand and play the game, help out the carrier 

and attorney to get case. 

o [50:54] What are the needs?  How has the claim affected the injured worker?  What other 

alternatives exist to help them move forward with their lives?  All of these things help move 

cases to closure more quickly and efficiently. 

 Assess level of interest the IW might have to settle,  



 
 

 
 

 if say “no way I’m going to settle for $100k, fact find, what offering was looked 

at as slap in the face, do you have the ability to increase offer to X to move this 

forward toward settlement 

 

[54:00] Main Point #3: Action Steps on YOUR Difficult Cases (10-15 minutes) 

 [55:55] How to identify claims ripe for settlement 

o Get a claim in and go “oh shoot”, that’s when you call Mike 

o Cases where claimant frustrated with UR denials. 

o Having concerns where worried about money 

o Indicators of what cases would be good for referral 

o Claimant name and claim number, background on the case, most recent offer, any settlement 

authority; if represented hardest part is getting a hold of the attorney.  Want all of information 

going into it can give them something to think about and give to their client.   

 Engage IWs 

o Introduction from adjuster / RM more successful 

 Coordination of Stakeholders 

 


